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Next-level engagement
Winner: Museum of Life and Science’s 

ExperiMonth: Mood 



The play-by-play

Between March 28th and 31st, 179 people signed up to participate in 
ExperiMonth: Mood, a month-long commitment to texting in a mood rating of 
1 (low) to 10 (high), five times a day through the month of April, 2011. 

The Museum used data to draw conclusions regarding age and gender, and 
noted other interesting findings along the way. They shared these findings 
with other members of their online audience. 

What it is: 

Why it’s the best: 

•  Allowed online audiences to become test subjects, creating buy-in and 
  developing a relationship with the institution 
•  Audiences became contributors to the scientific process 
•  Select, volunteer audience allowing for quality of interaction 
•  Reported findings clearly, making use of information transparent 
•  New and exciting way to engage in mission-awareness activities off-site 



Creating excitement for a cool project
Winner: Museum of Science and 
Industry’s Month at the Museum 



•  Fun and funny videos built awareness of the initiative 
•  Month at the Museum is unique and new, garnering attention 
•  Creative engagement inspired significant earned media 
•  Throughout Kate’s Month at the Museum, she wrote a blog, posted  
  videos, and was available on-site in effort to keep up the level of 
  engagement and excited attained by the competition. 
•  MATM aims to turn online engagement into visits through the door 

The play-by-play

MSI conducted a competition to decide who would have the opportunity to 
spend a full month living in a glass room at the Museum. Over 1,500 
applicants posted YouTube videos describing why they should have the 
opportunity. The winner, Kate, was chosen by judges and the public. 

What it is: 

Why it’s the best: 



Community engagement initiative
Winner: “Those About to Die Salute You” by 
Queens Museum of Art (host), Brooklyn Museum, Bronx Museum, El Museo 
del Barrio 

Best 



The play-by-play
What it is: 

Why it’s the best: 
•  A great example of how Twitter can rile up a crowd and build community  
  buy-in. Tweets grew more combative as date drew nearer 
•  Inspired support for New York museums 
•  Photostreams were built on Flickr to document the event and boat- 
  building. Media was coordinated with the common tag, “DukeRiley” 
•  Demonstrated a sense of fun and excitement on behalf of art museums 

Artists Duke Riley, Jade Townsend, and Kitty Joe Sainte-Marie staged a 
semi-mock Roman naval battle/art event called “Those About to Die Salute 
You.” Riley built several scale model boats and enlisted four museums 
(each from one of the boroughs of New York) as warriors: The Queens 
Museum of Art (also the hosts, wearing red), Brooklyn Museum (blue), The 
Bronx Museum (yellow) and El Museo del Barrio (green).  The battle took 
place in Flushing Meadows, Queens, in a reflecting pool that hadn't been 
flooded since the 1964 World's Fair.  



Turn-around of a possible PR crisis
Winner: The Shedd Aquarium vs. high 

dolphin calf mortality rates 



The play-by-play

The Shedd Aquarium chose to trust online audiences with news and updates regarding the 
birth of a dolphin calf, despite high mortality rates. The dolphin calf didn’t make it, but the 
associated audience outpour was far from a PR crisis. The organization received over 103 
supportive Facebook comments within one hour of posting the loss on Facebook. 
Comments were very personal and empathetic, creating strong, personal ties to the Shedd.  

Why it’s the best:  
•  They publicized the birth, sharing successes with their audience 
•  They posted updates and content to create relationships with the dolphins 
•  They made online audiences aware of threats to illustrate that they were addressing them 

And when the calf died… 

•  They shared the news on all channels at once, respecting all audiences 
•  They spoke in layman’s terms, opening the gate for empathy 
•  They displayed emotion, demonstrating a human value 
•  They allowed themselves to be sad and did not distract from the loss 
•  They responded with thanks, as a person would respond 
•  They followed up to keep audiences engaged 

What it is:  



Sector- strengthening transparency
Winner: The Smithsonian’s Public Wiki 

on their New Media Strategy 



The play-by-play
What it is 

Why it’s the best: 

The Smithsonian Institution created a public Wiki for their new media 
strategy. Not only is the Wiki open for viewership, but also for public edits 
(if registered). SI actively uses this new media strategy and shares the 
lessons with other institutions through the Wiki. The aim is for the strategy 
process is to create an effective plan while emphasizing speed and 
openness.  

• They did it for smart reasons: 
•  To eat their own dog food- To actually use the products that they    
   make and “believe in” 
•  “Brain Trust”- There’s more talent and expertise within the 
   community than inside an institution 
•  External is the new internal 
•  Feedback and testing- The public Wiki does not allow the institution 
  to wait until the last minute for feedback on the strategy 



Public ditching of a social media 
strategy that didn’t work

Winner: The Brooklyn Museum’s switch to 
Meetup.com 

Best 



The play-by-play

The Brooklyn Museum’s popular 1st Fans initiative publically dropped associated 
Twitter and Facebook accounts and left their Flickr group behind to focus on 
using Meetup.com. They shared their reasoning on their blog. Simply put, these 
popular, go-to tools were not meeting their needs, so they adjusted. 

What it is: 

Why it’s the best: 
•  The Brooklyn Museum took the time to experiment with multiple forms of 
   social media (ex: Twitter Art Feed) 
•  They assessed how each platform was helping them to meet their goals 
•  They shared their findings and were transparent with audiences 
•  They didn’t give up on social media. They found a platform that worked. 
•  They unapologetically ditched popular tools, which weren’t working 

•  They wanted to use social media to facilitate on-site engagement 
•  People were not responding to their online engagement efforts 
•  The platforms did not allow for communication among audience members 
•  Administrative overhead was high due to 1st fans set-up 



Presentation of a puzzle
Winner: National Constitution Center’s 

“Address America” 



The play-by-play
Upon Barak Obama’s election in 2008, the National Constitution Center 
challenged its online audience to provide guidance to the president elect by 
choosing six words or less that they’d like to hear in his inaugural address. 

Thousands of entries were submitted and six winners were chosen by a panel 
of distinguished judges, including several recognized writers and journalists, 
including Jim McGrath, speech writer for the then-current president George 
Bush. 

What it is: 

Why it’s the best: 
•  It’s fun, and conceptually fits the organization’s mission by connecting people  
  with history. “The President is elected by the people, and therefore, his words 
  are our words, and this unique contest allows ‘We the People’ to engage    
  directly in one of the most historic inaugurations in a generation 
•  Played on timely micro-blogging, character-limitation trend 
•  Submissions were read and judged by industry experts, allowing access and  
  increasing reputation of the National Constitution Center 



Unexpected use of a celebrity
Winner: The Hijack of LACMA’s 

Twitter account by Rainn Wilson 

Best 



The play-by-play
What it is: 

Why it’s the best: 

Rainn Wilson of “The Office” conducted a two-day hostile takeover of the 
Los Angeles County Museum of Art’s Twitter account. He humorously 
explained the uselessness of LACMA with overwhelming absurdity as part 
of “Cell Phone Stories,” a summer-long project in which guest artists used 
mobile-phone technology and social media to create "episodes" designed 
to re-imagine the museum experience. 

•  Wilson’s episode, “I Hate LACMA” aids to counter notions that art  
  museums take themselves too seriously. LACMA not only came up with the   
  episode, but embraced this lighthearted anti-LACMA messaging. 
•  The ‘takeover’ appears extreme and required trust in an online audience,  
  which is why it garnered attention and increased brand awareness 
•  Provided incentive to follow LACMA on Twitter (fun, open personality) 
•  Appealed to “some people who might not normally be aware of LACMA” 



Showing off pride & personality
Winner: Museums Betting Artwork on the 
Super Bowl (originally by  Indianapolis Museum of Art and 

the New Orleans Museum of Art) 



The play-by-play
What it is: 

Why it’s the best: 

In 2010, Directors at the Indianapolis Museum of Art (Max Anderson) and the 
New Orleans Museum of Art (John Bullard) made public bets on who would 
win the Super Bowl (Colts vs. Saints). After a series of playful trash-talking, 
the directors bet famous works of art from their collections. New Orleans won, 
and IMA fulfilled their end of the bargain.  

 The wager: If the Colts win the Super Bowl, the New Orleans Museum of Art will lend Claude 
 Lorrain’s, Ideal View of Tivoli, 1644 to the Indianapolis Museum of Art for three months. If the 
 Saints win, on the other hand, the Indianapolis Museum of Art will lend out Turner’s The Fifth 
 Plague of Egypt, 1800.  

•  The bet mixes unexpected popular cultures/interests  
•  Art museums have a sense of fun, risk and adventure  
•  Museums display pride in their community and stand behind their cities 
•  It started a trend. In 2011, The Milwaukee Art Museum and the Carnegie  
  Museum of Art agreed to a Super Bowl bet, wagering a Renoir (Carnegie) 
  and a Caillebotte (Milwaukee). 



Simple, online challenge 2.0 
Winner: Smithsonian’s Are You 

Smarter than a Curator 



The play-by-play

What it is: 

Why it’s the best: 

•  It strengthens awareness of the role of curators in all museums 
•  It makes curating appear fun and accessible 
•  It is a short quiz with a simple message 
•  The sticker awards engagement 
•  SI captures email addresses of potential visitors 

The Smithsonian has created a short quiz that tests the taker’s knowledge of 
the institution and its collections. The quiz is simple, but engaging. After the 
first question, quiz-takers are asked for their mailing address so that they 
may receive an “Are You Smarter than a Curator” sticker. It is quick, 
challenging, and fun. 



Example of the industry �
working together

Winner: Ask a Curator Day 



The play-by-play
On September 1, 2010, 340 museums took part in Ask A Curator Day on 
Twitter. The online community had the opportunity to ask curators anything 
they wanted to know. Questions ranged in variety from “frequently asked” 
to creative and unanticipated. To ask a question, individuals would @reply 
the appropriate museum. Interactions used the #askacurator hashtag. The 
event was created and publicized by Jim Richardson, Managing Director of 
Sumo Design Company. 

What it is: 

Why it’s the best: 

•  #askacurator trended worldwide on September 1st, 2010 
•  Over 300 museums participated 
•  The event received significant earned media coverage 
•  It was low-resource for museums to participate 
•  It highlighted the role and value of curators internationally 
•  It drew positive attention toward museums and inspired personal  
  interactions with individual institutions 



Entirely online museum experience
Winner: Adobe Museum of Digital Media 



The play-by-play
What it is: 

Why it’s the best: 

The Adobe Museum of Digital Media (AMDM) is an entirely virtual museum that 
displays and explores groundbreaking digital work, as well as commentary on 
how digital media influences culture and society. 

Like a physical museum, AMDM has ever-changing exhibits and was created 
with the help of Italian architect, Philippo Innocenti. Space and physicality plays 
a key role, despite the fact that it is an entirely online experience. 

•  It is the ideal medium for viewing and sharing digital media 
•  Experimental, unique, first of it’s kind 
•  Operates within context of a traditional museum, but in an online space 
•  Presents opportunities for physical museums to learn from audience reactions 
  and museum initiatives 



Institutional transparency
Winner: The Indianapolis Museum 

of Art’s Website Dashboard  



The play-by-play
What it is: 

Why it’s the best: 

The Indianapolis Museum of Art first started displaying their organizational 
dashboard on their website in 2007, when talk of online transparency and 
radical trust were less celebrated than they are now. The dashboard displays 
statistics by year and by department. The dashboard displays everything from 
the number of total volunteer hours, to the number of artworks on loan, to 
membership revenue.  

•  This initiative is still frequently sighted as one of the first examples of online  
  transparency in the nonprofit realm  
•  It’s honest and demonstrates trust. The dashboard displays both attractive  
•  and potentially less-attractive statistics 
•  Numbers from previous years are posted for comparison purposes 
•  Builds trust in the museum. They are not hiding anything.  



Digital storytelling
Winner: Culture Shock! 

Best 



The Play-by-play
What it is: 

Why it’s the best: 

Culture Shock! is a project wherein individuals from the North East of England 
share digital stories inspired by museum and gallery exhibitions.  The aim is 
to illustrate how museums contribute to cultural identity and the stories 
featured range from ordinary to extraordinary. Storytellers engaged in IT, 
creative writing, and communication workshops prior to developing content. 
Culture Shock! contains both ordinary and extraordinary stories from a region, 
and remains one of the largest digital storytelling projects in the world.  

•  Stories are not overly-edited; they maintain the author’s voice 
•  Stories are personal and, though created by people in the North East of  
  England, they are accessible and relatable to nearly everyone 
•  The site credits the specific museums and objects that inspired featured  
  stories 



Use of online evangelists 
Winner: California Academy of 

Science’s NightLife Insiders 

Best 



The Play-by-play
What it is: 

Why it’s the best: 

California Academy of Sciences recruited six NightLife Insiders to serve as 
online evangelists for their weekly NightLife Program. Potential Insiders were 
encouraged to apply for the opportunity and selected based on originality, 
humor, quality of written essay, grammar and spelling, and activity in social 
media. Insiders were featured on the website and received free passes, 
special shows, and VIP tours in exchange for tweeting, blogging, posting 
videos, and sharing organic content online over a three-month period.  

•  Targeted ‘Creators’ and ‘Critics’ for high efficiency and impact 
•  The institution was transparent in the initiative and “payment” 
•  Utilized initiative with a “connected” younger generation 
•  Created organic, promotional content  



On-site use of social technology 
Winner: Smithsonian American Art 

Museum’s Pheon 

Best 



The play-by-play
What it is 

Why it’s the best: 

Pheon is a new mission-based, alternate reality game at the Smithsonian 
American Art Museum. A variation on the classic game Capture the 
Flag, Pheon is a competition to obtain the game's virtual talisman, the pheon, 
to restore balance to a virtual world called Terra Tectus. Players complete 
various missions focused on the museum's art collections, exhibitions, and 
programs to earn points and propel the game. Pheon can be played on-site 
or online and revolves around the completion of tasks, the making of objects, 
discovery, and documentation. 

•  Pheon can be played on-site or online 
•  It requires creativity, observation, and the thrill of imagining you are a  
  different person in an alternate reality 
•  Tasks are based on collections, but can be done anywhere 
•  Offers a new, social and technology-based experience in an informal  
   learning environment 



Have ideas, examples, or resources to share? 
Please contact me! 

Know Your Own Bone 
www.colleendilen.com 

@cdilly 
www.twitter.com/cdilly 

www.facebook.com/cdilly 

www.linkedin.com/in/colleendilenschneider 

cdilenschneider@impactsresearch.com 


